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the game was made for release and it has been making good progress for a long time. so today we are
extremely happy to announce that we are now releasing knights and merchants in full. that means we are

releasing the game, while at the same time we are releasing the game on steam. important: the game
client must be installed on a computer before downloading and installing the digital deluxe content. if the
game client is not installed, you can download the game client from mygames.ea.com. this key will enable
access to the digital deluxe content, and will be accompanied by instructions. you may complete the game
once with this key without incurring any additional fees. to redeem this key, you must accept the ea origin
terms of service and privacy policy. you may also accept the ea updates and digital deluxe agreement as

an alternate method of acceptance. ever since the dark ages, powerful kingdoms have risen and fallen. the
knights and merchants is a turn-based strategy game, set during the middle ages. you are a merchant who

decided to sell your wares in the city of montpellier. you can build houses and hotels, and hire other
traders. trade goods, hire mercenaries, build castles and collect taxes to support your army of mercenaries.

to celebrate the release of the digital deluxe content pack, we’re extending the following key benefits to
everyone who owns the game: 6x reputation increase 3x reputation increase if you own it on steam 1x

reputation increase if you own it on xbox one or ps4 for a limited time, if you already have the game, you
can upgrade to the digital deluxe content pack for just $1.99 usd (or equivalent amount in your region).

included in the package are the 7 new avatars, the knight companion, retainers, and the town watchtower.
it also includes the new “bones of the past” campaign. for more information, visit .
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